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Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt. Will this cute little fuzzy character, Hug-A-Bug, find a new friend to

hug while on his travel in Egypt? Throughout the story the reader will learn simple Arabic

phrases while on his travel to the famous Egyptian pyramids and other interesting places in

Egypt. Teach your kids that reading is fun and see them grow! Visit www.HugABugTravels.com

for more reading fun and activities.

From the AuthorHug-A-Bug only travels where the author has been and the photos in the book

are places she has visited or lived.Hug-A-Bug Travels Series was originally created for young

children to use for book reports and presentations, however, pre-readers - 2nd graders have

enjoyed the interactive book too!Check out the book trailer on hugabugtravels.com
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HugABug Travels kohls news, HugABug Travels Miami Dolphins

Stacie Theis, “Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt. Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt is a wonderfully

creative story that takes young readers on a grand adventure across Egypt. Their tour guide,

Hug-A-Bug, is an adorable puffy blue bug that loves to explore and learn new things. He

discovers many new Arabic words while traveling and uses repetition to help readers learn the

words too.One of my favorite aspects of the book are the illustrations. Real pictures are used

while Hug-A-Bug is in Egypt which gives children a realistic idea of the people and places they

would see if they too traveled too Egypt.Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt uses a unique and

entertaining approach to make learning fun. I highly recommend picking up a copy.”

Marilyn Hill, “Hug-a--Bug travels to Egypt. What a very delightful Children's story about the

sweet little Hug-A-Bug going to Egypt, teaching kids arabic phrases and about needing a

passport in traveling to other countries, so it's very educational for children who will love to

read this book.Hey, check out my own sweet Children's Book called 

  

Earful Gets a Tummyful”

fifi, “fifi. Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt" is a great book to add to your child's library. My great-

grandchildren love having this book read to them.The story starts out with a little bug who

travels to Egypt and ends with finding someone who needs a hug. On his travels the bug

teaches children to say hello, thank you and goodbye in Arabic and shows historical places

(Giza Pyramids and Pharonic temples) throughout the story.Everyone I show this book to falls

in love with it and asks me where to purchase it. The hidden message in this book is that

everyone needs a hug! I highly recommend this book for your child's personal library.”

Tara M., “Nice book!. I enjoyed Hug-a-Bug Travels to Egypt. It was a very good story. If you

enjoyed it as well, check out A Bug Who Needs A Hug, by the same Author.”

Red Bird, “Hug-A-Bug fun book on traveling. My grandchildren and my elementary school

students enjoy this book over and over. Reading it to them gives them a chance to learn about

things that are not part of their every day lives. It is especially a lot of fun to discuss passports.

Their imaginations allow them to do lots of 'travel' with their Hug-A-Bug passports.”

Wile E., “Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt. Hug-A-Bug Travels to Egypt was purchased for my four

year old granddaughter. Reading this together gives us a chance to look on a map and talk

about travel and the wonders of the world. I like the global concept and also the message of

kindness this book presents.”

The book by Anna M Church has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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